
Vision, Mission and Values

Belvedere British School to provide an excellent teaching
and learning environment where students achieve more
due to the high standards expected from our educational

philosophy. Ultimately we aim to prepare students for life,
based on our values of Tolerance, Respect, and

Responsibility.
We provide a holistic education and inspire lifelong learning.

Our students are motivated to apply themselves so they
achieve their full potential in all aspects of school life. We
encourage high and realistic expectations, so our students
have aspirations that take them beyond school to their own

futures, in the UAE and internationally.

#advitamparamus
#preparationforlife

02-5090000
belvederebritishschool.ae
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Dear Parents

We should be delighted to warmly invite you to our Community Iftar - please do join us here in
school if you can. We would love to see you ...
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Our wonderful students had a fabulous day last week when we celebrated Emirati Children's Day with this year’s theme
being “The Right to Protection.” For those of you who are new to the region a few words of explanation:

UAE Children’s Day is a national occasion that falls on 15th of March each year as per the UAE Cabinet directions, this date
has been chosen to coincide with the date of Wadeema's  Law Launch for child protection in 2016, and to confirm the
UAE’s vision to insure the proper upbringing of our children, that qualifies them to be good and effective individuals in our
society and to reach the UAE Centennial 2071.

Learn more about UAE Children’s Day here: https://ecd.gov.ae/about

https://ecd.gov.ae/about
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Dear Belvedere Community,

As we approach the end of this term, I wanted to take a moment to
express my deepest gratitude to each and every one of you for the warm
welcome and incredible support you have shown me since I joined
Belvedere.

From the moment I stepped through the doors, I have been overwhelmed
by the kindness, enthusiasm, and dedication of the entire school
community. Whether it's the friendly smiles in the hallways, the
thoughtful gestures from my colleagues, or the eagerness of the learners
to learn and grow, I have felt truly embraced and valued.

To the learners, thank you for your curiosity, energy, and eagerness to
learn. Your enthusiasm is contagious, and it has been an absolute joy
getting to know each and every one of you.

To the parents, thank you for your trust, support, and involvement in
your child's education. Your partnership is invaluable, and it is clear that
you are deeply committed to the success and well-being of your children.

To my fellow colleagues, thank you for your warmth, camaraderie, and
professionalism. Your expertise, guidance, and unwavering commitment
to our students are truly commendable.

As we prepare to embark on a well-deserved school break, I want to wish
each and every one of you a restful and rejuvenating time with your
loved ones. May this break be filled with joy, laughter, and cherished
moments that replenish your spirits and leave you feeling refreshed and
energized for the term ahead.

Warm regards,
Mr. Jason

Head of Primary



As we bid farewell to another term, it's a time for reflection, celebration, and anticipation for
what lies ahead. 

The past few months have been filled with hard work, learning experiences, and moments of
growth for our Secondary school students. 

Whether it's mastering complex mathematical equations, delving into literary classics, or
exploring the wonders of science, each achievement, big or small, is a testament to your hard
work and perseverance. We applaud your efforts and the strides you've made in your academic
pursuits.

We would like to thank all teachers for all their unwavering support throughout Term 2 in
guiding and inspiring our students in their learning journey. We also thank our parents and
guardians for their continuous support and encouragement. Your involvement in your child's
education is invaluable, and we appreciate your partnership in nurturing the next generation of
leaders and thinkers.

As we look ahead to the next term, let's approach it with optimism, curiosity, and a growth
mindset. Let's set new goals, embrace new challenges, and strive for excellence in everything
we do.

Together, as a school community, we will continue to foster a nurturing environment where
every student feels valued, supported, and empowered to reach their full potential.

Wishing you all a restful and rejuvenating break. See you in Term 3!
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Ms Netanye Nash
KS3 Leader

Mr. Fred Brobbey
KS4 Leader

Ms Natalie McSkimming

KS5 Leader
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Many thanks to all for a fabulous Term 2.

I do hope you all have an amazing break and enjoy your time with your loved ones.

-Ms. Jacqui Smith


